Halloween worksheets for kids wallpapers (PDF)

this book has 50 preschool worksheets for a limited time period all six other books in the series usual price 31.94 can be downloaded for free if a copy of the current book is purchased details about a how pdfs can be downloaded and b where the password can be found are inside this book purchasers will have 5 years to complete pdf downloads after purchasing this book book features soft bound free pdf included for printing see inside of book for details 50 black and white worksheets 8.5 inches by 11 inches 200gms cover paper suitable for pencils pens felt tips pens and acrylic pens makes an excellent gift books in the series kindergarten worksheets by james manning books for 2 year olds colors number and shapes by james manning simple coloring books for toddlers by james manning first grade word searches for kids aged 4 to 6 by james manning connect the dots by james manning deluxe coloring pages for kids monsters by james manning genius kids worksheets for class 1 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers at flipclass the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1200 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science for 1st grade it covers major portions of cbse icse and all state boards for 1st grade or class 1 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease 1 mathematics 2 workbooks numbers more on numbers positions shapes patterns addition subtraction multiplication money measurements time 2 english 2 workbooks capitalizing words names simple sentences word order question sentences singular plural nouns naming words nouns action words verbs spellings punctuation sight words framing sentences adjectives small compositions prepositions conjunctions pronouns articles 3 science 2 workbooks family neighborhood school body living things basic needs healthy habits travel festivals plants animals beautiful earth universe genius kids worksheets for class 2 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers at flipclass the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1200 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science for 2nd grade it covers major portions of cbse icse and all state boards for 2nd grade or class 2 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematics 2 workbooks shapes patterns numbers up to 999 addition subtraction time multiplication division money measurement data handling part of a whole english 2 workbooks telling sentences exclamation commands types of sentences verbs past tense verbs pronouns adjectives nouns common nouns subject verb agreement unscrambled words prepositions adverbs conjunctions framing sentences rhymes compositions commas science 2 workbooks me my family my school my neighbourhood our
basic needs our body healthy habits growth stages animals plants earth water air environment tools we use communication transport festivals people work 60 preschool kindergarten worksheets to assist with the development of fine motor skills in preschool children genius kids worksheets is a series of high quality engaging and colourful set of worksheets for pre school kindergarten and primary grades by flipclass the ukg kg 2 package has set of 8 workbooks covering most topics your child learns in ukg kg 2 montessori this includes plenty of activities on numbers math logic alphabets words reading writing rhymes and stories science colouring painting arts and craft genius kids worksheets make learning fun and interactive the package contain following 8 books 1 abcs in this workbook your child learns cursive writing of capital and small letters and writing small sentences 2 spelling vocabulary your child learns spelling and pronunciation of naming action rhyming sight words making small sentences singular plural word pairs in this book 3 phonics these worksheets contain all basic pronunciations developed using jolly english methodology the child learns correct pronunciation with smart qr technology 4 let s learn to read this book helps your child learn reading through stories and rhymes with colourful illustrations you could read them out to your child as bed time stories too 5 123s 123s helps the child learn more about numbers 2d 3d shapes patterns data interpretation and other activities which improves mental and analytical ability 7 science lab your child learns basic concepts of environmental sciences like plants animals good manners healthy food air water universe our country in this workbook 8 fun games these worksheets focus on enhancing creativity of the child through drawing origami fun cut outs jigsaw puzzles 30 full color preschool kindergarten subtraction worksheets includes 8 printable kindergarten pdf books worth 60 71 genius kids worksheets for class 5 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1500 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science mental math for olympiads for 5th grade it covers major portions of cbse icse olympiad and all state boards for 5th grade or class 5 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematics 2 workbooks geometry triangles quadrilaterals circles numbers operations factors multiples fractions decimals profit loss everyday measures speed distance time average perimeter area volume representing data mental ability science 2 workbooks animals plants food air water gases light shadows shelter travel work play things we make do human body skeletal muscular nervous system rocks minerals soils simple machine our environment the solar system safety first aid english 2 workbooks parts of speech adjectives nouns tenses verbs pronouns antecedents prepositions interjections reading comprehension adverbs antonyms synonyms conjunctions vocabulary
Punctuation can your child master numbers and colors at the same time this activity book will boost number skills as well as your child's mastery of the color wheel it will also improve his/her core life skills including patience perseverance and determination trust that this worksheet can soon become your child's favorite learning tool buy a copy today genius kids worksheets is a series of high quality engaging and colourful set of workbooks for pre school kindergarten and primary grades by flipclass the nursery package has 8 workbooks covering multiple topics concepts a child need to learn at this age this includes reading writing numbers rhymes stories logic and arts craft genius kids nursery worksheets make learning fun and interactive the package contain following 8 books 1 let's begin to write a colourful and illustrative introduction to the world of writing lines curves circles and more 2 abcs a fun start to the joyous world of alphabets read trace paste stickers colour your way to learning alphabets 3 rhymes sing along with us with this colourful and highly illustrative rhymes book scan and play them on a smartphone 4 tales from across the world a full book on some of the best stories from around the world again with plenty of illustrations read them out to your child 5 maths logic learning numbers was never so simple worksheets on numbers comparision patterns shapes and more in this book 6 science lab introduce your little one to the world of science with this workbook the worksheets include animals birds plants good habits parts of body and many more topics 7 colouring which child doesn't love to paint colour with crayons or colour pencils while learning all about colours 8 fun games let your child do what she/he loves to do a multitude of arts craft paper shapes grain art and many more interesting activities in this workbook 30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math 30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math 30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math this book has 50 pictures to trace and then color in 30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math 20 printable color by number worksheets for preschool kindergarten children the price of this book includes 12 printable pdf kindergarten preschool workbooks this book has 50 pictures to trace and then color in this book has 30 full color pictures for kindergarten children to trace 30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math genius kids worksheets for class 3 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1200 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science for 3rd grade it covers major portions of cbse icse and all state boards for 3rd grade or class 3 the workbook's lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematics shapes patterns numbers up to 10 000 additions subtraction multiplication division money measurement data handling fraction multiplication division moneymeasurementdata handlingfractionmental ability english nouns possessive forms of nouns antonyms synonyms tenses contractions vowels
consonants vocabulary adjectives articles adverbs prepositions subject predicate statements questions punctuation suffixes prefixes main verbs helping verb irregular verb the verb to be conjunctions science living non living parts of a plant animals birds insects air water human body food shelter clothing family society travel work plays safety first aid weather the earth the universe the material around us types of materials genius kids worksheets for class 4 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers at flipclass the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1500 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science mental math for olympiads for 4th grade it covers major portions of cbse icse olympiad and all state boards for 4th grade or class 4 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematics 2 workbooks shapes spatial understanding addition subtraction numbers up to 10 00 000 multiplication factors multiples division fractions money everyday measures telling time mental ability science 2 workbooks work play animals birds insects plants food shelters for humans animals birds water air weather travel building bridges houses matter force friction work energy our universe clothing its care our environment safety first aid english 2 workbooks adjectives conjunctions interjections prepositions punctuation compound words question sentences verbs main verbs helping verbs nouns antonyms synonyms tenses adverbs contractions reading comprehension pronouns articles vocabulary suffixes prefixes do you want to create a quality activity for your child does he enjoy math this daily math worksheets book for kids contains a variety of attractive pages and lots of fun exercises to solve that will delight your kids and improve their creativity providing quality working time stress relief and relaxation our book will take your kids into the mathematics world improve their knowledge with these worksheets book features 35 math worksheets large 7 5 x 9 25 pages beautiful cover design with a glossy finish make a surprise for your little one and buy it today this teaching resource book is suitable for children in elementary school aged 6 to 10 who are learning english at a beginner to intermediate level but it s also great for native english speaking children who are in kindergarten 50 preschool kindergarten worksheets to assist with the understanding of number concepts enrich your classroom with even more creative and enjoyable activities and resources esl worksheets and activities for kids volume 2 expands on the foundation laid in the first book introducing children to a wider world of language learning dive into a treasure trove of worksheets mini books and interactive activities designed to captivate your students while they explore new aspects of the english language this volume focuses on vital everyday themes like emotions body parts jobs classroom objects transportation action verbs and sports all presented in a way that s perfect for young learners every page in this book is crafted to be copier friendly allowing you to easily reproduce handouts for your class whether it s identifying emotions exploring various jobs or talking about their favorite sports students will learn and have fun at the same time the book also includes a set of versatile flashcards perfect for vocabulary
practice and reinforcing new concepts these hands on materials are ideal for children aged 6 to 10 learning english from beginner to intermediate levels they are also wonderfully suitable for native english speaking children in kindergarten we understand that your time as an educator is precious esl worksheets and activities for kids volume 2 offers you a ready to use resource that will save you preparation time and energize your classroom ideal for both primary activities and those moments when you need a quick engaging filler this book is your go to for a lively and productive learning environment this book has 50 extra large pictures with thick lines to promote error free coloring to increase confidence to reduce frustration and to encourage longer periods of drawing this book is designed for preschool teachers to challenge more able preschool students fully copyable printable and downloadable our worksheets start with learning to recognize individual letters then most kids are ready to move on to the beginning stages of reading and writing therefore kids are encouraged to learn all basic sight words for preschool this sight word practice help building speed and fluency when kids reading it is important for kids to practice sight words activities because accuracy speed and fluency in reading will increase reading comprehension this workbook aims to help children memorize those words by practicing reading tracing coloring and writing which is a fun learning and help them automatically recognize these words in print within three seconds this book is designed for kids age 2 5 so it comes up with cute pictures to encourage their learning with fun ask your child to write the word 5 10 times in this journal or on a piece of paper and you will see the great outcome genius kids worksheets is a series of high quality engaging and colourful set of worksheets for pre school kindergarten and primary grades by flipclass the lkg kg 1 package is a set of 8 workbooks covering most topics a child learns in kg 1 this includes plenty of activities on numbers math logic alphabets words reading writing rhymes and stories science colouring painting arts and craft the package contain following 8 books 1 abcs in this workbook your child learns writing capital and small letters with colourful illustrations 2 spelling vocabulary your child learns spelling and pronunciation of naming action words small sentences etc 3 phonics this book contains all basic pronunciations developed using jolly english methodology your child learns correct pronunciation with smart qr technology playing the audio of the word 4 let s learn to read this book helps your child learn reading through stories and rhymes with colourful illustrations you could read them out to your child as bed time stories too 5 123s this book helps the child master the foundations of basic mathematics the child learns numbers from 1 to 50 counting addition subtraction ordinal numbers the child also learns preceding succeeding missing numbers 6 mental maths your child learns more about numbers 2d shapes shapes of everyday objects time telling and other activities which improve her his mental and analytical abilities 7 science lab worksheets on basic concepts of environmental sciences like identifying living non living things animals birds insects plants trees body parts senses community days seasons etc are learnt in this workbook 8 fun games this workbook focuses on enhancing the child s creativity through drawing origami fun cut outs mood meter fun mazes and activity games toddler
workbook 75 worksheets worksheets for toddlers preschool keep your
toddlers entertained and learning with these worksheets great for practice
and early learning includes the following worksheets 1 alphabet 2 shapes 3
numbers 4 days of the week 5 months of the year this book has 50 extra
large pictures with thick lines to promote error free coloring to increase
confidence to reduce frustration and to encourage longer periods of
drawing 14 february comes with a lot of love friendship and expressiveness
learn your little one about these values by getting through the worksheets
valentine s themed there are exercises of counting numbers coloring by
numbers searching for differences and many more includes a lot of pictures
special designed to express all the love this holiday comes with there are
cute baby animals cupid hearts love letters and many more book features
large size 8.5 x 11 inches single side printed pages helps not to bleed
high quality pure white 60 lb paper over 20 worksheets designed to engage
glossy cover makes it perfect for a gift there is a color test page bonus
page for those who likes surprises keywords activity book coloring pages
coloring book kids activities school teaching learning beginner skills
toddlers little one reading cupid 14 february love friendship family dia
de valentin gift present valentinstag letter red roses hearts exercise
math flowers baloons worksheet lesson colors human body activity workbook
for kids 38 pages of fun worksheets for kids ages 4 8 to learn all about
the human body this best guide for kids to learn all human body parts
using definitions with colored illustrations the human body for kids human
body parts human organs names five senses digestive system human skeleton
human brain circulatory system nervous system human body parts human body
parts crossword puzzle human body word search puzzle human body worksheet
for kids to learn human body coloring pages how do you get your child to
the higher levels in their maths class and remain there year after year
there are over 100 worksheets contained in this e workbook with each
worksheet having 10 or more maths questions and answers available at the
end of the e workbook are you looking for maths worksheets to help your
child master various maths skills such as addition do you need more
practise questions these maths worksheets for kids contain numerous
questions to practice daily these worksheets are to help improve
mathematics skills by frequent practise as the popular saying goes
practice does make perfect are you fed up of seeing books filled with
unnecessary pictures that appear to make you feel like you just spent your
money on the pictures and only 5 questions on the topic you are interested
in this workbook takes on a more serious approach in that there are no
pictures or cartoons however each worksheets starts off with a joke or a
tongue twister which will make you and your child laugh and think too the
worksheets are perfect for teachers parents students and for home
schooling you save valuable time when planning work for the students time
you can use to for something else private tutors and those running a home
school can use the maths test sets to check and measure the child s
understanding of the maths skills taught it can also be used to give extra
practice and reinforce learning parents you can also use these worksheets
for homework practice it is suitable for any exam preparation such as sats
and 11 plus or term time exam or tests it is a very useful resource for
maths revision let s help you make your kid preschool education easy and
smooth abc letter tracing coloring book puzzle worksheets for kids ages 2 4 4 8 is a beautiful and clean workbook to support every child in their early learning stages. Your kids first year of school should be a fun and exciting experience. Children who are comfortable with and prepared for this first school experience are more likely to have rewarding and productive years and therefore associate positive feelings with education. This abc letter tracing puzzle book comes with 104 high quality pages of coloring puzzles and hours of letter tracing. Perfectly sized at 8.5 x 11, homeschool books like this one contain different activities for 2-8 year old kids. A-Z letter tracing preschool activities puzzle worksheet toddler writing practice writing big book letter to make abc letter tracing a true fun and educational experience for your kid. Click on the buy now button above and let your child start writing his/her alphabet. Happy learning! This book provides complete set of English practice worksheets including sheets on all letters. It contains 35 practice sheets at reasonable cost. This book is designed after great research, keeping in mind child's psychology and their area of interest. This book helps in enhancing kids interactive and observing skills. This book helps in children's grasping and understanding basic concepts. On sale now, 12.95 just 9.84 for a limited time. This is a perfect gift for practicing color and letter association. There's nothing better for your little one than a fun activity book packed with developmental benefits. Word search for kids is an essential puzzle book for young children that will keep your little one entertained and engaged. This book features the following: 30 fun word searches, practice color and word association. Find things that start with letters. Find things that are certain colors. Large printed word searches for easy searching. Cute pictures to color with every puzzle. Answer key included. Bonus permission to reproduce worksheets for classroom and home schooling. Did you know that word searches are not only fun but are also greatly beneficial for children? Puzzles are proven to deliver the following benefits: Help develop word recognition, assist in learning context clues, reinforce pattern recognition, introduce and review vocabulary, improve spelling skills, relieve stress, and much more. Your child cannot afford to miss out on this essential word search puzzle coloring book. Scroll up and order now. Your little one will be entertained for hours while gaining many psychological and developmental benefits. Pro tip: Remove each page and slide them into page protectors to use over and over again. You can also make copies and share with the whole classroom. This rhyming words worksheet gives your kids the opportunity to practice their rhyming skills. The worksheet includes a list of basic words that students can then build on to find three other rhyming words. It has more than 100 words to get children started with learning how to rhyme. But you could always challenge them to write more when you're using rhyming worksheets like this one. It might be helpful to encourage children to say the words out loud to figure out if they rhyme. You will get this book with a beautiful premium cover printed on high quality perfectly sized at 8.5 x 11. 62 pages after every activity, we keep one blank page for your main activities. Grade 2 ages 6-7 pupils should be taught to tell and write the time to five minutes including quarter past to the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times. This big workbook aims to help kids gain
confident and influential in telling time these 2nd grade math worksheets give your children the opportunity to show how much they’ve learned about mathematics and learning addition and subtraction calculations give your kids plenty of math practice worksheets to improve their math skills you will get this math activity book with beautiful premium cover printed on high quality perfectly sized at 8.5 x 11 inches 21.59 x 27.94 cm 70 pages simple and easy to use blank number line worksheet that is designed to make number line practice a little more fun for your children or students math is an important subject for your child to learn and master more preparation and practice means more chances your child will do well these number line worksheets are loved by teachers parents and homeschoolers for kindergarten grades one two and three they’re effective for the classroom or home use they are also very useful as homework practice worksheets product specifications page size 8.5 x 11 21.59 x 27.94 cm 50 pages front and back each number line can go up to 20 matte paperback cover interior page color white binding perfect paper weight 60lb text

**Fun Worksheets for Kids (Trace and Color Worksheets to Develop Pen Control)**

2019-02-11

this book has 50 preschool worksheets for a limited time period all six other books in the series usual price 31.94 can be downloaded for free if a copy of the current book is purchased details about a how pdfs can be downloaded and b where the password can be found are inside this book purchasers will have 5 years to complete pdf downloads after purchasing this book book features soft bound free pdf included for printing see inside of book for details 50 black and white worksheets 8.5 inches by 11.0 inches 200gms cover paper suitable for pencils pens felt tips pens and acrylic pens makes an excellent gift books in the series kindergarten worksheets by james manning books for 2 year olds colors number and shapes by james manning simple coloring books for toddlers by james manning first grade word searches for kids aged 4 to 6 by james manning connect the dots by james manning deluxe coloring pages for kids monsters by james manning

**Genius Kids Worksheets (Bundle) for Class 1 (Grade-1) - Set of 6 Workbooks (English, Mathematics and Science)**

2018-06-01

Genius kids worksheets for class 1 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers at flipclass the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1200 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science for 1st grade it covers major portions of cbse icse and all state boards for 1st grade or class 1 the workbook’s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain
key concepts with absolute ease 1 mathematics 2 workbooks numbers more on numbers positions shapes patterns addition subtraction multiplication money measurements time 2 english 2 workbooks capitalizing words names simple sentences word order question sentences singular plural nouns naming words nouns action words verbs spellings punctuation sight words framing sentences adjectives small compositions prepositions conjunctions pronouns articles 3 science 2 workbooks family neighborhood school body living things basic needs healthy habits travel festivals plants animals beautiful earth universe

**Genius Kids Worksheets (Bundle) for Class 2 (Grade-2) - Set of 6 Workbooks (English, Mathematics and Science)**

2017-08-15

genius kids worksheets for class 2 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers at flipclass the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1200 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science for 2nd grade it covers major portions of cbse icse and all state boards for 2nd grade or class 2 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematics 2 workbooks shapes patterns numbers up to 999 addition subtraction time multiplication division money measurement data handling part of a whole english 2 workbooks telling sentences exclamations commands types of sentences verbs past tense verbs pronouns adjectives nouns common nouns subject verb agreement unscrambled words prepositions adverbs conjunctions framing sentences rhymes compositions commas science 2 workbooks me my family my school my neighbourhood our basic needs our body healthy habits growth stages animals plants earth water air environment tools we use communication transport festivals people work

**Worksheets for Kids**

2019-02-04

60 preschool kindergarten worksheets to assist with the development of fine motor skills in preschool children

**Genius Kids Worksheets for Ukg - Set of 8 Workbooks for UKG, KG-2 and Montessori (4-6 yrs) - Math & Logic, English, Science, Games & Activities**

2018-05-01

genius kids worksheets is a series of high quality engaging and colourful set of worksheets for pre school kindergarten and primary grades by flipclass the ukg kg 2 package has set of 8 workbooks
covering most topics your child learns in ukg kg 2 montessori this includes plenty of activities on numbers math logic alphabets words reading writing rhymes and stories science colouring painting arts and craft genius kids worksheets make learning fun and interactive the package contain following 8 books 1 abcs in this workbook your child learns cursive writing of capital and small letters and writing small sentences 2 spelling vocabulary your child learns spelling and pronunciation of naming action rhyming sight words making small sentences singular plural word pairs in this book 3 phonics these worksheets contain all basic pronunciations developed using jolly english methodology the child learns correct pronunciation with smart qr technology 4 let s learn to read this book helps your child learn reading through stories and rhymes with colourful illustrations you could read them out to your child as bed time stories too 5 123s 123s helps the child master concepts in basic mathematics the child learn numbers from 1 to 100 counting skip counting backward counting addition subtraction with plenty of engaging exercises 6 mental maths your child learns more about numbers 2d 3d shapes patterns data interpretation and other activities which improves mental and analytical ability 7 science lab your child learns basic concepts of environmental sciences like plants animals good manners healthy food air water universe our country in this workbook 8 fun games these worksheets focus on enhancing creativity of the child through drawing origami fun cut outs jigsaw puzzles

Worksheets for Kids (Kindergarten Subtraction/taking Away Level 2)

2019-03-11

30 full color preschool kindergarten subtraction worksheets includes 8 printable kindergarten pdf books worth 60 71

Genius Kids Worksheets (Bundle) for Class 5 (Grade-5) - Set of 6 Workbooks (English, Mathematics and Science)

2017-11-27

genius kids worksheets for class 5 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1500 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science mental math for olympiads for 5th grade it covers major portions of cbse icse olympiad and all state boards for 5th grade or class 5 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematics 2 workbooks geometry triangles quadrilaterals circles numbers operations factors multiples fractions decimals profit loss everday measures speed distance time average perimeter area volume representing data mental ability science 2 workbooks animals plants food air water gases light shadows shelter travel work play things we make do human body skeletal muscular nervous system rocks minerals soils simple machine our environment the solar system safety first aid english 2 workbooks parts of speech adjectives nouns tenses types of sentences simple compound sentences contractions abbreviations pronouns antecedents verbs prepositions interjections reading comprehension adverbs antonyms synonyms conjunctions vocabulary punctuation
can your child master numbers and colors at the same time this activity book will boost number skills as well as your child s mastery of the color wheel it will also improve his her core life skills including patience perseverance and determination trust that this worksheet can soon become your child s favorite learning tool buy a copy today

genius kids worksheets is a series of high quality engaging and colourful set of workbooks for pre school kindergarten and primary grades by flipclass the nursery package has 8 workbooks covering multiple topics concepts a child need to learn at this age this includes reading writing numbers rhymes stories logic and arts craft genius kids nursery worksheets make learning fun and interactive the package contain following 8 books 1 let s begin to write a colourful and illustrative introduction to the world of writing lines curves circles and more 2 abcs a fun start to the joyous world of alphabets read trace paste stickers colour your way to learning alphabets 3 rhymes sing along with us with this colourful and highly illustrative rhymes book scan and play them on a smartphone 4 tales from across the world a full book on some of the best stories from around the world again with plenty of illustrations read them out to your child 5 maths logic learning numbers was never so simple worksheets on numbers comparision patterns shapes and more in this book 6 science lab introduce your little one to the world of science with this workbook the worksheets include animals birds plants good habits parts of body and many more topics 7 colouring which child doesn t love to paint colour with crayons or colour pencils while learning all about colours 8 fun games let your child do what she loves to do a multitude of arts craft paper shapes grain art and many more interesting activities in this workbook

30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math
30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math

**Fun Worksheets for Kids (Add to Ten - Level 2)**

30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math

**Worksheets for Kids (Trace and Color for Preschool Children 2)**

this book has 50 pictures to trace and then color in

**Fun Worksheets for Kids (Add to Ten - Level 3)**

30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math

**Worksheets for Kids (Color by Number)**

20 printable color by number worksheets for preschool kindergarten children the price of this book includes 12 printable pdf kindergarten preschool workbooks

**Fun Worksheets for Kids (Trace and Color for Preschool Children 2)**

this book has 50 pictures to trace and then color in

**Fun Worksheets for Kids (A Full Color Tracing Book for Preschool Children 2)**
this book has 30 full color pictures for kindergarten children to trace

**Worksheets for Kids (Add to Ten - Level 3)**

2019-03-05

30 full color preschool kindergarten addition worksheets that can assist with understanding of math

**Genius Kids Worksheets (Bundle) for Class 3 (Grade-3) - Set of 6 Workbooks (English, Mathematics and Science)**

2018-06-01

genius kids worksheets for class 3 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1200 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science for 3rd grade it covers major portions of cbse icse and all state boards for 3rd grade or class 3 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematicsshapes patternsnumbers up to 10 000additionsubtractionmultiplicationdivision moneymeasurementdata handlingfractionmental ability englishnounspossessive forms of nounsantonymssynonymstensesactionscontractsconsonantsvocabularyadjectivesarticlesadverbsprepositionssubject predicatestatementquestionspunctuationsuffixes prefixesmain verbs helping verbirregular verbsthe verb to be conjunctionsscienceliving non livingparts of a plantanimals birds insectsair waterhuman bodyfoodshelter clothingfamily societysafety first aidweatherthe earththe universethe material around ustypes of materials

**Genius Kids Worksheets (Bundle) for Class 4 (Grade-4) - Set of 6 Workbooks (English, Mathematics and Science)**

2017-06-01

genius kids worksheets for class 4 is a set of 6 international standard workbooks created by a team of experienced academics world class researchers and expert worksheet designers at flipclass the worksheets are a treasure trove of information with over 1500 curriculum based activities exercises and games in english mathematics and science mental math for olympiads for 4th grade it covers major portions of cbse icse olympiad and all state boards for 4th grade or class 4 the workbook s lively layout and easy to follow explanation makes learning fun and interactive the worksheets help parents and teachers to explain key concepts with absolute ease mathematics 2 workbooks shapes spatial understanding addition subtraction numbers up to 10 00 000 multiplication factors multiples
Daily Math Worksheets for Kids

2021-03-19

do you want to create a quality activity for your child does he enjoy math this daily math worksheets book for kids contains a variety of attractive pages and lots of fun exercises to solve that will delight your kids and improve their creativity providing quality working time stress relief and relaxation our book will take your kids into the mathematics world improve their knowledge with these worksheets book features 35 math worksheets large 7.5 x 9.25 pages beautiful cover design with a glossy finish make a surprise for your little one and buy it today

ESL Worksheets and Activities for Kids

2014-09-30

this teaching resource book is suitable for children in elementary school aged 6 to 10 who are learning english at a beginner to intermediate level but it s also great for native english speaking children who are in kindergarten

Worksheets for Kids (Tracing Numbers, Counting, Addition and Subtraction)

2019-02-19

50 preschool kindergarten worksheets to assist with the understanding of number concepts

ESL Worksheets and Activities for Kids

2024-02-16

enrich your classroom with even more creative and enjoyable activities and resources esl worksheets and activities for kids volume 2 expands on the foundation laid in the first book introducing children to a wider world of language learning dive into a treasure trove of worksheets mini books and interactive activities designed to captivate your students while they explore new
aspects of the english language this volume focuses on vital everyday themes like emotions body parts jobs classroom objects transportation action verbs and sports all presented in a way that's perfect for young learners every page in this book is crafted to be copier friendly allowing you to easily reproduce handouts for your class whether it's identifying emotions exploring various jobs or talking about their favorite sports students will learn and have fun at the same time the book also includes a set of versatile flashcards perfect for vocabulary practice and reinforcing new concepts these hands on materials are ideal for children aged 6 to 10 learning english from beginner to intermediate levels they are also wonderfully suitable for native english speaking children in kindergarten we understand that your time as an educator is precious esl worksheets and activities for kids volume 2 offers you a ready to use resource that will save you preparation time and energize your classroom ideal for both primary activities and those moments when you need a quick engaging filler this book is your go to for a lively and productive learning environment

Fun Worksheets for Kids (Trace and Color for Preschool Children)

2019-08-04

this book has 50 extra large pictures with thick lines to promote error free coloring to increase confidence to reduce frustration and to encourage longer periods of drawing

Worksheets for Kids (Math Genius Vol 1)

2019-03-12

this book is designed for preschool teachers to challenge more able preschool students fully copyable printable and downloadable

Tracing Alphabet Sight Words for Preschoolers

2019-03-18

our worksheets start with learning to recognize individual letters then most kids are ready to move on to the beginning stages of reading and writing therefore kids are encouraged to learn all basic sight words for preschool this sight word practice help building speed and fluency when kids reading it is important for kids to practice sight words activities because accuracy speed and fluency in reading will increase reading comprehension this workbook aims to help children memorize those words by practicing reading tracing coloring and writing which is a fun learning and help them automatically recognize these words in print within three seconds this book is designed for kids age 2 5 so it comes up with cute pictures to encourage their learning with fun ask your child to write the word 5 10 times in this journal or on a piece of paper and you will see the great outcome
genius kids worksheets is a series of high quality engaging and colourful set of worksheets for pre
school kindergarten and primary grades by flipclass the lkg kg 1 package is a set of 8 workbooks
covering most topics a child learns in lkg this includes plenty of activities on numbers math logic
alphabets words reading writing rhymes and stories science colouring painting arts and craft the
package contain following 8 books
1. ABCs in this workbook your child learns writing capital and small
   letters with colourful illustrations
2. Spelling vocabulary your child learns spelling and pronunciation of
   naming action words small sentences etc
3. Phonics this book contains all basic pronunciations
   developed using jolly english methodology your child learns correct pronunciation with smart qr
   technology playing the audio of the word
4. Let's learn to read this book helps your child learn reading
   through stories and rhymes with colourful illustrations you could read them out to your child as bed
   time stories too
5. 123s this book helps the child master the foundations of basic mathematics the
   child learns numbers from 1 to 50 counting addition subtraction ordinal numbers the child also learns
   preceding succeeding missing numbers
6. Mental maths your child learns more about numbers 2d
   shapes shapes of everyday objects time telling and other activities which improve her his mental
   and analytical abilities
7. Science lab worksheets on basic concepts of environmental sciences like
   identifying living non living things animals birds insects plants trees body parts senses community
days seasons etc are learnt in this workbook
8. Fun games this workbook focuses on enhancing the
   child's creativity through drawing origami fun cut outs mood meter fun mazes and activity games

TODDLER WORKBOOK (75+ Worksheets), Kids Activities, Preschool
Learning, Alphabet, Tracing, Numbers, Shapes, 2-4 Year Old

2020-09-25

toddler workbook 75 worksheets worksheets for toddlers preschool keep your toddlers entertained
and learning with these worksheets great for practice and early learning includes the following
worksheets
1. Alphabet
2. Shapes
3. Numbers
4. Days of the week
5. Months of the year

Worksheets for Kids (A Coloring Book for Preschool Children)

2019-08-28

this book has 50 extra large pictures with thick lines to promote error free coloring to increase
confidence to reduce frustration and to encourage longer periods of drawing

Happy Valentine's Day|Activity Workbook for Kids| Learning
Worksheets Activities, St. Valentine Themed, for Children

2021-01-30

14 February comes with a lot of love, friendship, and expressiveness. Learn your little one about these values by getting through the worksheets Valentine's themed. There are exercises of counting numbers, coloring by numbers, searching for differences, and many more. Includes a lot of pictures special designed to express all the love this holiday comes with. There are cute baby animals, cupid hearts, love letters, and many more. The book features large size 8.5 x 11 inches single side printed pages. Helps not to bleed. High quality pure white 60 lb paper over 20 worksheets designed to engage. Glossy cover makes it perfect for a gift. There is a color test page bonus page for those who likes surprises. Keywords: activity book, coloring pages, coloring book, kids activities, school teaching, learning beginner skills, toddlers, little one, reading, cupid. 14 February, love, friendship, family, Dia de Valentin, gift, present, Valentinstag, letter, red roses, hearts, exercise, math, flowers, baloons, worksheet, lesson, colors.

Human Body Activity Workbook for Kids

2020-08-21

Human body activity workbook for kids. 38 pages of fun worksheets for kids ages 4-8 to learn all about the human body. This best guide for kids to learn all human body parts using definitions with colored illustrations. The human body for kids, human body parts, human organs names, five senses, digestive system, human skeleton, human brain, circulatory system, nervous system, human body parts, human body parts crossword puzzle, human body word search puzzle, human body worksheet for kids to learn human body coloring pages.

Maths Worksheets for 7 to 9 Years Old

2016-03-22

How do you get your child to the higher levels in their maths class and remain there year after year? There are over 100 worksheets contained in this e-workbook with each worksheet having 10 or more maths questions and answers available. The end of the e-workbook are you looking for maths worksheets to help your child master various maths skills such as addition? Do you need more practise questions? These maths worksheets for kids contain numerous questions to practice daily. These worksheets are to help improve mathematics skills by frequent practise as the popular saying goes. Practice does make perfect. Are you fed up of seeing books filled with unnecessary pictures that appear to make you feel like you just spent your money on the pictures and only 5 questions on the topic you are interested in this workbook takes on a more serious approach in that there are no pictures or cartoons. However, each worksheet starts off with a joke or a tongue twister which will make you and your child laugh and think too. The worksheets are perfect for teachers, parents, students, and for home schooling. You save valuable time when planning work for the students time you can use to do something else. Private tutors and those running a home school can use the maths test sets to check and measure the child's understanding of the maths skills taught. It can also
be used to give extra practice and reinforce learning parents you can also use these worksheets for homework practice it is suitable for any exam preparation such as sats and 11 plus or term time exam or tests it is a very useful resource for maths revision

**ABC Letter Tracing Coloring Book & Puzzle Worksheets For Kids Ages 2-4 & 4-8**

2020-04-28

let’s help you make your kid preschool education easy and smooth abc letter tracing coloring book puzzle worksheets for kids ages 2 4 4 8 is a beautiful and clean workbook to support every child in their early learning stages your kids first year of school should be a fun and exciting children who are comfortable with and prepared for this first school experience are more likely to have rewarding and productive years and therefore associate positive feelings with education this abc letter tracing puzzle book comes with 104 high quality pages of coloring puzzles and hours of letter tracing perfectly sized at 8 5 x 11 homeschool books like this one contains different activities for 2 8 year old kids a z letter tracing preschool activities puzzle worksheet toddler writing practice writing big book letter to make abc letter tracing a true fun and educational experience for your kid click on the buy now button above and let your child start writing his/her alphabet happy learning

**Complete Set of English Practice Worksheets for Kindergarten**

2017-04-16

this book provides complete set of english practice worksheets including sheets on all letters it contains 35 practice sheets at reasonable cost this book is designed after great research keeping in mind child’s psychology and their area of interest this book helps in enhancing kids interactive and observing skills this book helps in children’s grasping and understanding basic concepts

**Word Search for Kids**

2020-12-28

on sale now 12 95 just 9 84 for a limited time perfect gift for practicing color and letter association there’s nothing better for your little one than a fun activity book packed with developmental benefits word search for kids is an essential puzzle book for young children that will keep your little one entertained and engaged this book features the following 30 fun word searches to practice color and word association find things that start with letters find things that are certain colors large printed word searches for easy searching cute pictures to color with every puzzle answer key included bonus permission to reproduce worksheets for classroom and home schooling did you know that word searches are not only fun but are also greatly beneficial for children puzzles are proven to deliver the following benefits help develop word recognition assist in learning context clues reinforce pattern recognition introduce and review vocabulary improve spelling skills relieve stress and much
more your child cannot afford to miss out on this essential word search puzzle coloring book scroll up and order now your little one will be entertained for hours while gaining many psychological and developmental benefits pro tip remove each page and slide them into page protectors to use over and over again you can also make copies are share with the whole classroom educational purposes only

**Rhyming Words Worksheets**

2019-04-05

this rhyming words worksheet gives your kids the opportunity to practice their rhyming skills the worksheet includes a list of basic words that students can then build on to find three other rhyming words it has more than 100 words to get children started with learning how to rhyme but you could always challenge them to write more when you’re using rhyming worksheets like this one it might be helpful to encourage children to say the words out loud to figure out if they rhyme you will get this book with a beautiful premium cover printed on high quality perfectly sized at 8.5 x 11 62 pages after every activity pages we keep one blank page for your main activities

**Easy and Fun Learning Clocks for Kids Telling Time Worksheets**

2021-02-02

grade 2 ages 6-7 pupils should be taught to tell and write the time to five minutes including quarter past to the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times this big workbook aims to help kids gain confident and influential in telling time

**2nd Grade Math Worksheets**

2019-06-25

these 2nd grade math worksheets give your children the opportunity to show how much they’ve learned about mathematics and learning addition and subtraction calculus give your kids plenty of math practice worksheets to improve their math skills you will get this math activity book with beautiful premium cover printed on high quality perfectly sized at 8.5 x 11 inches 21.59 x 27.94 cm 70 pages

**Blank Number Line Worksheets**

simple and easy to use blank number line worksheet that is designed to make number line practice a little more fun for your children or students math is an important subject for your child to learn and
master more preparation and practice means more chances your child will do well these number line worksheets are loved by teachers parents and homeschoolers for kindergarten grades one two and three they re effective for the classroom or home use they are also very useful as homework practice worksheets product specifications page size 8 5 x 11 21 59 x 27 94 cm 50 pages front and back each number line can go up to 20 matte paperback cover interior page color white binding perfect paper weight 60lb text
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